
#

13

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6050 240 4.61 1.67 34.88 10.25 32.5 7.33 4.39 119 13

5/2/91 (27)

SCHEME FIT

Games Won

Tapes Viewed

42
Games Started

49
Games Played

BEST

2017 48 Receptions, 692 Receiving Yards, 14.4 Yards per reception, 49.4 yards per game 

2016 63 Receptions, 941 Receiving Yards, 14.9 Yards per reception, 58.8 yards per game 

2014 73 Receptions, 1,008 Receiving Yards, 13.8 Yards per reception, 63 yards per game 

Positions Started

Any scheme that uses him on intermediate routes where he can use his frame to box out 

DBs and his good hands and ability to adjust to the football to make catches 

Winning %

KEY STATS

2017 Right meniscus missed Week 12 and 13. 2016 Minor shoulder injury played through 

injury. 2015 Tore left ACL, missed season. 2014 Concussion in week 6 was back the 

following week 

X, Z

SUMMARY

22

2017: vs BUF 9/17, vs PHI 10/12, at TB 10/29, vs IND 12/10, at NE 12/24

YEAR – RD – TM

INJURIES

45%

TEAM

Hands, Contested Catches, Adjust to Ball, Leverage Routes 

WORST

Good starting outside receiver you can win with best suited to a scheme that uses him on 

intermediate routes where he can use his frame to box out DBs and his good hands and 

ability to adjust to the football to make catches. Not suited to being used on quick breaking 

routes as he only has adequate separation quickness. 

PROJECTION

Separation Quickness, Athletic Ability

4th year WR, who has started 42 of 46 games, including 14 of 14 in 2017. Started the season under OC Mike

Shula, until he was traded to Buffalo on 31/10/2017. After the trade he worked under Buffalo OC Rick

Dennison. Used as an X, Slot and Z receiver primarily on Out, Curl, Go and Dig routes. Elite height and weight

has a strong build with elite arm length and very good hand size, an adequate athlete he has marginal COD.

Overall he has a solid release, against Press Bail he drives off the LOS and attacks the DB he can then use his

solid play strength to contact the defender whilst running the stem and maintain timing of the route. Against

Press Jam he uses solid play strength to fight through the jam, driving through the contact and using his hands

to get space and run his route with timing. Against Off coverage he gets off the line quickly and drives towards

the defender forcing them to react. He runs a solid stem and shows solid mental processing to vary his stem

based on the coverage to find space in between zones, or attack the defenders leverage. Wins against Man by

using his frame to get leverage over the DB and shows good ability to box them out of the play. He wins against

Zone by finding the holes and shows solid mental processing to adjust his route to get open. When the play

breaks down he shows solid mental processing to change his route to present an option to the QB. Shows solid

play speed by using solid mental processing to make quick decisions. Shows good hands, with good ball

tracking on all routes and shows good ability to extend his arms and make the catch, he can sustain the catch

when contested.  Shows good ability to catch the ball in all areas of the field both on the move and when

stationary. Shows good ability to adjust to the ball, he is able to use his elite height to reach above DBs and high

point the football and shows good ability to adjust to balls thrown above his head, shows good ability to adjust

to balls thrown off target to either side of his body, shows solid ability to adjust to balls thrown below his hips.

Shows solid mental processing to understand where the boundary is and has good ability to contort his body

and keep his feet in bounds. Shows solid YAC ability to transition to a runner and is able to use his solid play

strength to shrug off DBs and get extra yards. Shows solid competitive toughness, does not shy away from

contact over the middle as a receiver and shows solid mental toughness consistently producing in the 4th

quarter and making tough catches on 3rd down. When blocking he engages the defender and uses solid play

strength to stalemate the DB and help create extra yards for the runner. Demonstrates adequate separation

quickness, his adequate AA means he does not break sharply and he struggles to get separation from

defenders in Man meaning he has to catch the ball whilst being contested by the DB. Does not show consistent

effort to block runs to the opposite side of the field. Overall a good starting outside receiver you can win with

best suited to a scheme that uses him on intermediate routes where he can use his frame to box out DBs and

his good hands and ability to adjust to the football to make catches, not suited to being used on quick breaking

routes as he only has adequate separation quickness.
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